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ch ap te r one 
 Hey everyone!  
 No zombie apocalypse here in Vancouver ... yet, but reading Max 
Brallier's The Last Kids on Earth books certainly transported me to the most 
action-packed, crazy, multi-dimensional, funny, adventurous, scary and 
exciting version of one. I want an armed treehouse now, just in case. 

 I'm a fan of the books now and so is my 6-year-old daughter, we can't 
wait to see the animated show, but being part of the team that brings to life 
the show would be as Jack says: "freaking killer!" 

ch ap te r t wo 
 Fastest 'chapter one' ever right?! Let's get right into it!  



 The animatic opening scene of the whole series! Exciting. A super 
quick clip that has comedy, action, scary stuff, and quick changes of 
attitude. Tricky composer stuff, but always fun to figure out how to make it 
feel like a musical piece as a whole, help tie all the action and comedic 
beats together, play around the dialogue (and growls) all while making sure 
it has the mood and feel needed. Also, a cool goal is always to try to make 
it catchy and memorable. Let's go rescue June! Uh .. I meant let's go write 
this cue!  
I've got this. 

 So what's going on? We meet Jack in action, and we meet the super-
smart, terrifyingly bad smelling, huge 40 feet high monster BLARG, and he's 
chasing our hero. Danger!  

 There's a chance to play a quick action hero theme for Jack in  
this scene although BLARG being a monster jerk abruptly interrupts it. 
There's also an opportunity to use some cool 80's synth pad sounds for 
BLARG to make him, mysterious, scary and spacey, like from another 
dimension (wink wink). Also coolness, I mean cmon', we get introduced to 
the Louisville Slicer™ and how it became the Louisville Slicer™ in the first 
place. DEADLY DUEL! 

ch ap te r t h re e  
 Let's break it down, aaaaand we're off! 
 0:10 - 0:18  Things aren't normal in Wakefield but for a few seconds 
(like 1.5 sec) it seems like things are, until - SUPER CLUSTER! <--- more about this 
later. The camera spins and we realize it's the monster/zombie apocalypse 
we've all been dreading and things definitely aren't normal anymore.  

 The Last Kids on Earth animated show will certainly need many many 
instrument clusters in the score throughout because string clusters (that's 
when orchestra string players play random sometimes bending notes, 
played tremolo and create a creepy texture yea, I know cool.) have been 
part of zombie movie culture like forever and are super scary and creepy 
(not now geeks!). String clusters and zombies are like a Zombie Ball without 
the zombies, you can't have one without the other is what I'm trying to say.  



 Thing is, these zombies and especially these monsters aren't your 
usual run-of-the-mill zombie/monster crowd. There's definitely more 
strangeness here than meets the eye, so our clusters have to have a 
distinct otherworldly personality. By mixing in dark synth sounds and using 
instruments in new and quirky ways to create tension and stacking 
traditional clusters with cool 80's moving pads and more ... I believe it could 
work really well. Hold on! We can call them CLUNSTERS! You know like if 
you smash the words monsters and clusters...? Ok never mind. It sounded 
better in my head. 

 Now back to our SUPERCLUSTER! (only I call it that) So many different 
instruments are creating a really creepy weird texture in these few seconds. 
I added the whole orchestra, each section doing their own bending cluster 
effect in crescendo. Scary and weird is the idea. Also inside this supercluster 
I added a high pitched 80's synth which reminisces of 80's sci-fi a bit and 
also retro video games, which I think could be super interesting to add to 
the score (video game sounding instruments and percussion) because as we 
know, Jack is trying to survive this world of monsters one big boss fight 
after another. He's always looked at life from a video-game-y angle too. 
Let's continue, shall we? 



 

 0:18 - 0:21  We can see Jack suddenly leaping from the roof of a 
CVS, falling and barrel rolling onto the floor. As he gets up I decided to get 
the action going straight away than wait for our BLARG reveal a few seconds 
later. A mixture of a heavy epic drum loop in an odd time meter, orchestral 
percussion, plus a group of 4 different drummers with different drum 
sounds starts their uh oh! danger groove. See, we're getting introduced to 
Jack but Jack is already being chased, running and already in motion so 
we're catching up as the audience. And then ... 

 0:21 - 0:32  MEGA DANGER RISE and DANGER THEME! Our instruments, 
especially percussion in this section, build up to an awesome monstrous 
reveal. And there it is, BLARG! The orchestra swells and starts playing a 
mega menacing theme to enhance the imminent danger and continue the 
action. We're in EPIC music mode now as a set to Taikos and Big Drums 
come in and make us feel like the earth is trembling. This thing is super 
scary and creepy so we still have some string clusters in the background. 
Playing this danger theme, we have a full orchestra and some ethereal but 
piercing 80's pads playing to help orchestrate the attack + all of our mega 
percussion section. BLARG! now launches at Jack destroying everything in 



its path and emitting a deafening terrible growl. The music score is 
following his jump carefully and accentuating his landing with percussion as 
well. 

 

  
  
 0:33 - 0:38  Realizing that this monster is way bigger and deadlier 
looking than anything he's seen before, Jack tries to slowly back away. This 
is a great funny moment especially because he's trying to talk the monster 
into each one going their separate ways. Nervous tip toe time Jack! This 
pizzicato style moment for Jack is all orchestrated in acoustic instruments.  

 I think differentiating from character to character with their set 
instruments that in a way go with their personalities is super important and 
cool to do. Like a defined color pallet or scheme for everyone but in musical 
terms or textures <--- more on this later.  Since this scene is super short and 
quick, this is a great place to make that distinction between our spacey 
inter dimensional creepy monster soundboard and the acoustic simple 
earthy sound of an oboe, a pizzicato cello and violas, clarinet, marimba and 
a drum rim shot as well as other acoustic orchestral percussion elements. 



The music notes playing here are backing away (going down their register) 
just like Jack, and if this were animated, it would be a great moment to 
'mickey mouse' or sync up some of his steps. This increases the comedy a 
bit. Also at this moment, the music comes down in volume and we get a bit 
of a breather to digest well the dialogue and where we're at with their 
encounter. This pause helps create a bit of tension and doubt as to where 
things could go. But BLARG isn't having it and basically says NO! with a 
ginormous growl.  

  
 0:38 - 0:51 Jack Sullivan "Post Apocalyptic-Action-Hero" Jack is ready 
for battle and it looks like he's gotten really good at battling monsters and 
Zombies by now, so he's revving up to confront this particularly frighting 
one ... but he's also clever and has a plan. Maybe? There are a few ways I 
thought about scoring this particular cool hero moment and there's always 
the option of building up the music during his quick cuts with separate 
chords and hitting most of the cuts BUT we wouldn't' have time to hear a 
Hero theme because things move so quickly so what I did is I did both.  
I separated the hero theme in its two sections and played the first main 
hero theme while syncing Jacks movements not with specific music chords, 
but with instrument accents (cymbals and synths). So, 



we're rocking but also get some revving and some sync. Also, SFX usually 
covers these cuts and movements really well, so jamming 'around' these 
sfx I think works. This is when we get a chance to PUNK ROCK a bit. At first, 
with a dance beat but with a punk rock drum set foreshadowing Jacks 
"Let's dance!" line and then after Jack fools BLARG into looking away, we get 
a full rock groove including full orchestra going only to be, as we mentioned 
before, interrupted by BLARG. 

 This would be a great time to mention that enlisted in my possible 
music team for LKOE and who recorded the guitars in this quick demo is 
one of the best punk and rock guitarists in Latin America. Grammy-
nominated guitarist ArthurWhite formerly of the most influential punk band 
in Latin music history Panda. I had the pleasure of working with 
ArthurWhite and Panda for 8 years. We toured Latin America, South 
America, and North America and produced many Gold, Platinum and 
Double Platinum selling punk rock albums including an MTV Unplugged 
album. So getting him to record some guitars and working with him again 
was awesome. Crossing fingers we can do many more cues together, I 
think we can achieve a really cool hip rock and roll vibe with his talent. But I 
digress!  

 OH! I can't forget to mention that this HERO THEMED section is full 
of 80's lead synths and patterns. We can hear them jamming with the guitars 
and it gives it a retro sound which is sweet.  
 



 0:50 - 1:03  We're back! Jack is snatched out of the air when 
jumping and is now headed for imminent death-by-devouring! Now we're in 
full BLARG Mode so all the dark spacey 80's synths we've been talking about 
are coming into the forefront and seriously into play! The orchestra has 
faded into the background still supporting the music cue but since we're so 
close and Jack can sense BLARG'S terrifying smarts and pure evil, we have 
to give BLARG more musical presence. Also since they are now in contact 
with each other we have Jacks punk guitar also underscoring the 
increasingly intensified, terrifying low chords and rumbles.  

 We get a small pause around 1:01 for a quick comedy dialogue 
where Jack introduces himself and names BLARG but this is only supported 
by a pause and few comedic accents with strings because I don't want to 
let go of the tension much like BLARG isn't letting go of Jack. So we're still 
underscoring the funny dialogue but things aren't ok.  

  

  



 1:03 - 1:08   Jack is ready to strike and have a last at-bat before he 
gets eaten as a snack. MEGA RISE STRIKES BACK!  We now need everyone 
on our music crew to come in and help to build a massive sounding RISE 
or musical danger rush. A MEGA RISE! Synths, Strings, Brass, Woodwinds, 
Percussion, Big Massive Percussion Drums, Electric Guitars, Synth Bass 
and Electric bass, and all of our 80's leads and pads build up to Jack's last 
try in crescendo. I decided to have everyone drop out completely right 
before Jack hits BLARG's fang so that we can hear the bat break and fall in 
silence. Funny stuff! And the Louisville Slicer™ is born.  

 

  
  
 1:08 - 1:20  Funny string orchestra accents are in order because 
oops and these little accents that are synced to Jacks movements will also 
hopefully enhance the comedy a bit. Things aren't looking well for our post-
apocalyptic-hero and we have a quick second where BLARG's breathing 



comes through by itself and is super threatening. In a desperate last 
attempt, Jack swings back his Louisville Slicer™ attempting to stab BLARG.  

  
 This moment could also be scored as a quick rise but since we just 
had a MEGA RISE! Doing another rise here seemed redundant so I thought 
I'd go for a less safe approach and add something more comedic and fun 
like a baseball game tune, Jack was taught how to hold a bat at little league 
so I'm sure this tune is in his subconscious somewhere? The baseball 
theme also ends melodically in a 'win' so I liked it. Jack falls when he stabs 
BLARG making him open his hand and it's the Woodwinds and Strings here 
who accompany him on his way down. We think Jack is safe but he falls 
again this time getting a bit of a laugh from the brass horn section. Jack 
lives to fight BLARG another day. 



ch ap te r f o u r 
 Guys? Anyone still there?  
 That was a long chapter three. Apologies! Before in chapter three 
(0:33 - 0:38) I mentioned giving LKOE characters their own distinctive 
instruments just like their signature weapons, based on their personalities. I 
have a good idea and notes on which instruments would be great for our 
main characters, Quint, Dirk, June, Jack, Rover, and even monsters like the 
Winged Wretch, Zombie Ball, Hairy Eyeball Monster, Thrull, Bardle and of 
course R,e´z´z öcIh The Ancient but I think that themes and other ideas can 
be left for another future chapter or future conversation.  

 Thank you for your patience and especially for the opportunity to 
share some of my ideas of what I imagine a LKOE animated series music 
score could sound like. Of course, this is just a quick demo and the real 
fun/work begins when as a team, and with direction, the music score style, 
feel, themes and instrumentation starts to take shape. 

 I hope you like this quick demo proposal and description. I would 
really appreciate it if I could hear your thoughts and comments on it and 
please please let me know if you need revisions on this track, remix it, if 
you'd like me to write new animatic scenes or if there is any other question 
you might have for me.  

 I know I can be a great part of the creative team at Atomic and I'm 
super ready. 

 Just as the last detail I've attached below a recommendation letter 
from my producer of the last superhero animated series I worked on as the 
composer for Disney/Amazon Prime called Astra Force.  

Thank you again, everybody. Hope to talk to everyone soon. 
m. 
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